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Abstrat. An inversion strategy for dynamially thinning (i.e., turning on and o�) the

radiating elements of ring arrays in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio is presented.

Sine thinned arrays provide only average sidelobe performanes, but the diretions of arrival

(DoAs) of interferenes an be arbitrary, a set of thinning on�gurations that guarantee a

su�ient interferene rejetion in the whole angular region outside the main lobe is o�-line

seleted. The on-o� status of the array elements is then dynamially swithed among suh pre-

omputed thinning sequenes until the one providing the best signal-to-interferene performane

is identi�ed. A set of numerial results is reported and disussed to assess the e�etiveness and

potentialities as well as urrent limitations of the dynami thinning approah in dealing with

interferene suppression of ring arrays.

1. Introdution

Array thinning has been widely used in the design of antenna arrays to redue the level of the

seondary lobes when using isophori exitations [1℄-[3℄. Starting from a full on�guration with

array elements disposed on a regular lattie, thinned arrangements are obtained by turning o� or

removing a sub-set of elements to synthesize a density taper over the aperture aimed at generating

low sidelobes, while keeping the width of the main lobe lose to that of the orresponding fully-

populated array. Thanks to these advantages, thinned arrays are generally adopted to simplify

the antenna arhiteture and have beam-forming networks (BFN s) with high power e�ienies

sine ontrollable ampli�ers are avoided.

The problem of designing thinned arrays has been studied for deades and a wide number

of synthesis tehniques have been proposed [4℄-[7℄. Originally, design approahes devoted to

reprodue the urrent taper of referene ontinuous apertures generating patterns with low

seondary lobes have been introdued [4℄ by statistially plaing more/less array elements where

the urrent amplitude of the referene distribution is higher/lower.

Thanks to the enhaned omputation apabilities of modern omputers, thinned arrays has been

also reently synthesized through optimization algorithms able to easily handle omplex array

geometries and onstraints. Geneti Algorithms (GAs) have been �rstly used [5℄, while later

global optimizers based on swarm intelligene, like the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [6℄ and

the Partile Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7℄, have been exploited, as well. Although e�etive, the
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main limitation of these tehniques is the omputational burden neessary to reah onvergene

espeially when large number of array elements is at hand.

Besides the synthesis strategy, another key-issue of thinned arrays is related to the radiated stati

pattern that prevents their appliation to radars or ommuniations sine the time-varying DoAs

of undesired signals impinging on the antenna an produe an inorret reeption of the desired

one drastially reduing the quality of servie. To avoid suh a problem still maintaining the

simpliity of thinned arhitetures, dynami [8℄ and adaptive [9℄ strategies have been proposed.

Dealing with linear arrangements, radio-frequeny (RF ) swithes have been added to the ontrol

points of a fully-populated array to onneted or disonnet the array elements from the BFN and

hange the thinning sequene of the array. In the former approah [8℄, a �nite set of thinning

sequenes has been omputed o�-line and then used to hange the on-o� status of the array

elements until a su�ient quality of the desired signal was ahieved. Di�erently, the problem at

hand has been formulated as an optimization one in [9℄ where the objetive is the maximization

of the signal-to-noise-plus-interferene ratio (SINR) in ase the diretion of arrival of the desired

signal in known or, otherwise, the minimization of the antenna output power.

Despite the sub-optimal interferene rejetion performanes, dynami solution generally provides

a faster reation-time to the hanges of the quality of the reeived signal even though swithing

among a limited set of pre-omputed on-o� on�gurations. Therefore, it seems to be more

suitable for the ontrol of reon�gurable planar thinned arrays where the dimension of the

solution spae (i.e., the number of array elements to be ontrolled) is larger than the linear

ase. This work is then devoted to analyze the performane of dynami thinning in ase of

planar arrays with elements loated on onentri rings. Like in [8℄, the thinning sequenes

are seleted suh that the orresponding power patterns provide suitable sidelobe suppression

along all diretions outside the main beam, while keeping onstant the diretivity (i.e., avoiding

undesired amplitude �utuations of the main lobe peak) in order to faithfully reeive the desired

signal.

2. Mathematial Formulation

Let us onsider a planar array ofN elements loated on R onentri rings of radius ρr = (r − 1) d,
r = 1, ..., R, d being the radial distane between two adjaent rings. By assuming eah ring

omposed of Mr elements suh that

∑R
r=1 Mr = N and the elements being uniformly-spaed

along the irles [Fig. 1(a)℄, the loation of eah array element turns out being

xmr
= ρr cos

[

(mr − 1)
2π

Mr

]

ymr
= ρr sin

[

(mr − 1)
2π

Mr

]

r = 1, ..., R; mr = 1, ...,Mr . (1)

The arising array fator turns out to be [2℄

AF (θ, φ) =

R
∑

r=1

Mr
∑

mr

a(t)mr
ej[k(xmr

sin θ cosφ+ymr
sin θ sinφ)+ϕmr

]
(2)

where j =
√
−1, k = 2π

λ
, λ being the free-spae wavelength, and (θ, φ) is the angular diretion.

Moreover, {a
(t)
mr

; r = 1, ..., R, m = 1, ...,Mr} is the set of amplitude oe�ients of the t-th array

ontrol on�guration, while ϕmr
, r = 1, ..., R, m = 1, ...,Mr are the phase weights used for beam

steering.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Geometrial disposition of the array elements and (b) arhiteture of the beam

forming network.

In (2), the time-varying amplitude oe�ients are binary variables, a
(t)
mr

= {0, 1}, when
a
(t)
mr

= 1, the orresponding mr-th array element is in the �on� state and it is onneted to

the BFN to ontribute to the reeived/transmitted signal. Otherwise (a
(t)
mr

= 0), the mr-th

array element is onneted to a mathed load and it is in the �o�� state [Fig. 1(b)℄. At eah

time instant, the antenna behaves like a thinned array [1℄[2℄ and it generates a stati radiation

pattern with �xed regions and levels of the sidelobes. In order to e�iently suppress an arriving

interferene in whatever angular diretion outside the main lobe,

(

θ, φ
)

∈ Ω, it is not possible
to use a single thinning on�guration sine thinned arrays only guarantee an average value of

the seondary lobes aross the whole seondary lobe region equal to avg

{

SLL(t)
}

= 1

N
(t)
on

[10℄,

where N
(t)
on =

∑R
r=1

∑Mr

mr
a
(t)
mr

is the number of ative elements for the t-th array state. Di�erent

thinning on�gurations are then needed to suppress unwanted signals impinging on the sidelobe

region. Aordingly, the interferene suppression problem is formulated as follows:

Determine the minimum number, T , of thinning on�gurations of the array elements,

a(t) = {amr
: r = 1, ..., R; mr = 1, ...,Mr}, t = 1, ..., T , suh that at least one allows to

generate a sidelobe along the angular DoA of the interferenes with level SLLth below

the peak of the main lobe.

Towards this end, a wider set W (W > T ) of trial thinning on�gurations, {a(w)
; w = 1, ...,W},

�tting user-de�ned onstraints (e.g., minimum peak diretivity Dmax , Dmax ∝ N
(w)
on , N

(w)
on being

the number of ative elements of the w-th exitation set) is generated. For eah w-th thinned

array, the angular diretions (denoted as �nulling diretions�) where the power pattern satisfy

the following ondition (Fig. 2)

∣

∣

∣
AF (w) (θ, φ)

∣

∣

∣

2
< SLLth (3)

are listed in a vetor

(

θ, φ
)(w)

.

Then, the W thinning on�gurations are sorted aording to the number of diretions in eah

(

θ, φ
)(w)

vetor, w = 1, ...,W . The minimum number of T on-o� sequenes, {a(t), t = 1, ..., T}
suh that

T
⋃

t=1

(

θ, φ
)(t)

= Ω (4)
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Figure 2. Graphial representation of the nulling region.

are seleted aording to the proedure proposed in [8℄ and stored in a look-up table. During

the real-time operations when the SINR value turns out to be smaller than pre-determined

threshold, SINRth, the working thinning on�guration is automatially updated to the sequene

among the T o�-line de�ned (a(t) → a(t+1)
; t = 1, ..., T −1 or a(T ) → a(1)) that restore the orret

funtioning of the system (SINR
{

a(t)
}

> SINRth).

3. Numerial Results

This setion is devoted to assess the dynami thinning strategy as applied to rings arrays through

a set of representative numerial examples. As a benhmark, an array with N = 19 elements

displaed over two onentri rings plus and additional element at the array enter (i.e., R = 3)
has been onsidered. The distane between the array rings has been set to d = λ

2 , while the

number of elements on the two outer rings amounts to M2 = 6 and M3 = 12, respetively.
In the �rst example (Example 1 ), the number of ative elements for eah thinning on�guration

has been set to N
(t)
on = 17, t = 1, ..., T to have 90% of elements on (i.e., a redution of the

aperture e�ieny of 10%) [2℄[10℄. By setting the minimum interferene rejetion level to the

value SLLth = −20dB, the number of pre-omputed on-o� sequenes, determined aording to

(4), turned out equal to T = 8. For illustrative purposes, a representative subset of the T = 8
thinned arrays is given in Fig. 3 where the on-o� on�gurations of the array element are shown

(Fig. 3 - left olumn), the ative elements being reported with a blak irle, along with the

orresponding radiated power patterns (Fig. 3 - entral olumn).

Moreover, the sidelobe suppression performane of the �rst t thinning sequenes are also reported

in Fig. 3 (right olumn) in terms of the binary interferene suppression funtion Q
(

θ, φ
)

[Q
(

θ, φ
)

= 1 if ∃t ∈ [1, T ] suh that

∣

∣AF (t) (θ, φ)
∣

∣

2
< SLLth, Q

(

θ, φ
)

= 0 otherwise℄.

In this example, the thinned array arrangement providing the widest interferene-suppression

apability (Fig. 3 - t = 1) generates a seondary lobe lower than SLLth for more than 75% of

the sidelobe region. By using the �rst T = 2 thinning on�gurations (i.e., t = 1 and t = 2 -

Fig. 3), this latter perentage grows up to 95% (Fig. 3 - t = 2, right olumn). The seond

example (Example 2 ) deals with a sidelobe threshold redued down to SLLth = −30dB, while

the aperture e�ieny has been set to 80% (i.e., N
(t)
on = 15, t = 1, ..., T ) to inrease the number

of �admissible� on-o� sequenes [8℄. Beause of the more stringent requirement on the sidelobes,

T = 24 di�erent thinning on�gurations has been needed. A subset of the thinned arrays, power

patterns, and suppression indexes are given in Fig. 4. The thinning sequene enabling the widest
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t
=

1
t
=

2
t
=

4
t
=

6
t
=

T
=

8

Figure 3. Example 1 - [N = 19, d = λ
2 , N

(t)
on = 17, SLLth = −20dB℄ - Set of thinning arrays (left

olumn) and orresponding power pattern (entral olumn) along with the plot the interferene

suppression funtion Q
(

θ, φ
)

of the �rst t on-o� sequenes (right olumn).
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t
=

1
t
=

4
t
=

11
t
=

18
t
=

T
=

24

Figure 4. Example 2 - [N = 19, d = λ
2 , N

(t)
on = 15, SLLth = −30dB℄ - Set of thinning arrays (left

olumn) and orresponding power pattern (entral olumn) along with the plot of the interferene

suppression funtion Q
(

θ, φ
)

of the �rst t on-o� sequenes (right olumn).
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angular nulling region (t = 1 - Fig. 4) satisfy the sidelobe onstraint over the 46% of the whole

sidelobe region (i.e., almost 30% less than the best on�guration of Example 1 ). In order to

yield a 96% interferene suppression, t = 11 sequenes are here requested, that is more than �ve

times the number of thinning sequenes used in the previous example.

4. Conlusions

A dynami thinning strategy for the suppression of interferenes or jammers impinging on planar

ring arrays has been presented and assessed. The array elements, eah one ontrolled with a RF

swith, have been dynamially turned on and o� aording to a set of o�-line pre-omputed

thinning sequenes whose radiation patterns present low seondary lobes or nulls along the

diretions of the undesired signals. From a methodologial point of view, the main ontribution

of this work is the proper extension and ustomization of the method in [8℄ to deal with planar

arhitetures as well as its generalization to signals oming from arbitrary diretions in the

(θ, φ) plane. Seleted numerial results have been presented to give the interested readers

some indiations about the e�etiveness of the dynami thinning approah for ring arrays. The

numerial analysis has pointed out that it is always possible to synthesize a �nite set of thinned

sequenes generating an interferene suppression region extended to the whole sidelobe region,

but the size of the thinning set inreases when lower sibelobe performanes are needed.
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